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Macaron Latex Balloons 

Macaron latex balloon is the basic product of 

Borun Balloon factory. It is also the product with 

the longest production time and the most mature 

production technology. With the support of latex 

balloon production technology, a latex product 

industrial park with latex balloon as the core 

product has been gradually formed in China's 

Dade Village. Borun Balloon Factory is one of the 

well-known balloon manufacturers. At present, we 

are mass-producing Macaron latex balloons, retro 

latex balloons, matte latex balloons, pearl latex balloons, metal latex balloons and a 

variety of modeling balloons and custom printed balloons. 

 

 

Product Description 

Borun Balloon Factory Macaron latex balloon is one of the main production products, Macaron 

latex balloon, another name is candy color latex balloon, is a kind of latex balloon with light 

color concentration in the ordinary luster balloon, but the color is more bright.  

 

It's used a lot when decorating balloon arch for children's birthdays.At present, Macaron latex 

balloons are produced in more than 50 colors, and are sold to Europe, America and Southeast 

Asia in large quantities. Borun Balloon Factory is a latex balloon supplier known for its high 

quality and low price.Currently, macaron latex balloons are divided by weight 

 

5 inch 1.1g     

10 inch 1.5g 1.8g 2.2g 

12 inch 2.8g 3.2g   

18 inch 7.5g 9.5g   

36 inch 25g 35g   

 

It has always been the tenet of Borun Balloon factory to provide customers with high quality 

latex balloons, so all our balloon production workers are trained after professional training, in 

the production process to reduce the loss, so we are the cheaper latex balloons in the sale 

price. 

 

After the completion of production, all latex balloons will go through two procedures of quality 

inspection. The first procedure is manual inspection during production and machine inspection 

after production. The second inspection procedure is manual quality inspection before delivery 

for customers. We strive to reduce damage and improve the quality of customers' goods. 
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